
ECONOMICS OF THE ABYSS
DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION PLATFORM

During the upcoming Token Sale a limited amount of tokens will be issued. The 
circulation of tokens within a constantly-growing ecosystem of the platform is a key 
module for increasing the value of ABYSS tokens. The more projects, players and 
transactions with a limited number of ABYSS tokens, the higher the market value of 
these tokens is.

When paying for game purchases with ABYSS tokens, users are granted a discount 
at the expense of the platform. This makes ABYSS token more advantageous than 
fiat currency, and creates an additional stable demand for it.

Burning tokens: 1/3 of the platform’s commission from the internal CPA Network 
and the auction transactions will be burnt, which is to result in the systematic 
decrease of token supply.

A NEXT-GENERATION
DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION

PLATFORM

Motivational programs for players;

Multilevel referral programs both for players  and developers;

Dual currency — operations in ABYSS tokens 
and fiat money;

Internal CPA Network;

Auction of in-game items;

Syndicates (Masternodes).

KEY FEATURES OF THE PROJECT:

The Abyss is a comprehensive ecosystem, 
comprising numerous services demanded by players and developers. 

The platform’s statistics system for the developers
will offer all neсessary tools for data collection and analysis.

Internal CPA Network: within the framework 
of The Abyss digital distribution platform developers
will get access to a universal advertising account
for bringing the targeted traffic in.
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The Abyss is a unique project, representing a next-generation digital distribution platform which 
brings together all the interests and demands of the developers, players and token holders.

MOTIVATIONAL
AND MULTILEVEL
REFERRAL PROGRAMS

TECHNICAL FEATURES
OF THE PROJECT

1/3 of the platform's net revenue from user 
payments is distributed to referral programs. 
Referral program for players and developers 
comprises 5 levels;

ABYSS tokens will be a priority internal mecha-
nism for interaction on the platform (protocol 
ERC20 on the Ethereum blockchain);

Players and developers earn from all payments 
within their referral network;

Players can earn from game and social activities 
(achievements, content generation, internal CPA 
Network, etc).

ABYSS tokens are withdrawn to personal 
Ethereum-wallet,  automatically as well;

Auction, Syndicates, Internal CPA Network, 
Motivational & Multilevel Referral programs rely 
on  ABYSS tokens only; 

Player becomes a referral for the developer, whose 
project was his first after registration on the 
platform. From that moment onwards developer 
receives a share from all payments the user makes in 
any other game on the platform (along with his 
referral chain);

The Abyss digital distribution platform, 
will be available on Desktop (Windows, MacOS, 
Linux), Mobile (iOS, Android) and Web.

The emergence of blockchain technology has enabled the 
creation of a next-generation digital distribution platform. 

Unlike Steam, we plan to make a strong accent on F2P 
browser and client MMO games, as well as cryptogames. 

The Abyss digital distribution platform offers a 
motivational and multilevel referral system, allowing 

players to earn from game and social activities and 
also from other gamers' payments. Developers, in 

turn, can reduce marketing expenses and earn 
even from their referral gamers who have 

already left for another game on the platform.


